
TKR TRANSCRIPT: RUSSELL TARG IN CONFERENCE23 July 2009 at www.dojopsi.com/chat/
Ten Thousand Roads Remote Viewing and Dowsing Project (“TKR”)Project Home: http://www.tenthousandroads.comDiscussion Forum: http://www.dojopsi.info/forum/Viewer Studios & RV Galleries: http://www.dojopsi.com/tkr/Email: “Remote-Viewing” at Yahoo and Google groups

Introduction to the chat guest:A web page made to feature Russell Targ, this transcript, and other information about or from him now or in the future is located here: http://www.dojopsi.com/rvexpo/Russell/ Find him directly at: http://www.espresearch.com  
TKR on Russell Targ's invitation to chat: Russell Targ is a physicist and author who was 
a pioneer in the development of the laser, and co-founder of the Stanford Research Institute's  
investigation into psychic abilities in the 1970s and 1980s (a part of the research side of the  
STAR GATE project).

This transcript was obtained from a live chat held in the TKR chat room at the Dojo Psi. Copyright © 2009 to Russell Targ and Palyne “PJ” Gaenir (www.palyne.com) on behalf of TKR and the Dojo Psi. (Transcript integrity notes: typos corrected, topical Q&A put more cohesively together, room traffic ignored.) Chat moderator: PJ Gaenir.Russell Targ in Conference at TKR [moderated session July 23, 2009 at www.dojopsi.com/chat/]
We are Ten Thousand Roads Remote Viewing and Dowsing Project aka "TKR."  The rules are  
simple: Relax, have fun, be cordial, no politics or religion. Remote Viewing rocks!Palyne_Gaenir: Hi Russell!  Thanks for joining us!Russell_Targ: Hi from RT.Palyne_Gaenir: We have quite a few questions here!  Here we go. Tell us about your most recent book!Russell_Targ: My most recent book is an autobiography, "Do You See What I See." It is about growing up in NYC and frequenting the magic shops where I got interested in psi.Palyne_Gaenir: Do you think you'll continue to write books into the future? We're wondering if there might be a book about ARV.
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Russell_Targ: I don't know how to successfully do ARV to overcome displacement. I am just now starting a book about Disasters and the people who could have prevented them. Like the Challenger, Columbia and the financial crash. Would anyone be interested in such a book??Palyne_Gaenir: Yeah, I think it sounds fascinating!Palyne_Gaenir: Do you do any research now, or are you retired from that?Russell_Targ: I am not now doing psi research. I am doing a lot of teaching... at Omega, Esalen, Canada, and the Dowsers  in two weeks... I am having very good success teaching RV. It appears to me that people are getting more psychic as compared with when I started teaching ten years ago. Or perhaps I am becoming a better teacher.Palyne_Gaenir: Your book about 'spiritual healing' (Miracles of Mind) was interesting. Are you still involved with that in any way?Russell_Targ: I am not involved in spiritual healing. But I do teach intuitive diagnosis, which is much easier than RV, much to my surprise.Palyne_Gaenir: When you teach RV, do you use a certain methodology (like CRV)?Russell_Targ: I am not involved in the RV alphabet soup; erv, trv crv etc. I am teaching very simple stuff as we used at SRI for the ten years of my tenure there.Palyne_Gaenir: Do you consider the 'very simple stuff used at SRI' to be as effective / accurate as the alphabet-soup-group methods?Russell_Targ: I tell people to breathe a couple of times. Close their eyes and describe the surprising object, shape or form that appears in their awareness. That works surprisingly well for a start. I will happily enter an ESP-off against any system. RV is a natural ability that does not require many many sheets of paper. Most of my even first-timers can make three drawings that get better and better over a fifteen minute period. I have seen lots of terrible empty RV delivered to me on dozens of sheets of paper from people who have studies with David Morehouse, for example.Palyne_Gaenir: Does the 'simple' method even work with more complex things such as 'intuitive diagnosis' or 'client applications' (say, legal) do you think?Russell_Targ: The 'simple method' is all I know. All I did at SRI with the 6 army guys for example [the first-unit members 1977-8 -- pj] was to interview them in a totally blind fashion. We had 36 trials and 18 first place matches.
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Palyne_Gaenir: Can you tell us a little about the mechanics of intuitive diagnosis?Russell_Targ: Intuitive diagnosis is our ability to describe the physical and emotional condition of distant people about whom we know Nothing. No name no sex nothing. I ask my teacher to have 3 cards of peoples' names in three envelopes. I choose one and do a physical rundown. No feedback. The reason for doing it blind is so that I don't teach myself to read the mind of my teacher. It works very well for me and students.Palyne_Gaenir: If there is no feedback, how do you know if you were successful?Russell_Targ: In the intuitive diagnosis. My teacher would open the envelope after awhile and tell me what she know about that particular person. Sometimes I had more info than she knew. In that particular case I was correct. I saw a lightning flash in the woman's left shoulder. It turned out that she was a professional tennis player who just had a metal plate put into her shoulder for a separation.Palyne_Gaenir: Would a person with medical knowledge have any advantages in doing intuitive diagnosis work?Russell_Targ: Yes. A person with medical training would have a big advantage. I started by studying the Teaching company's 36 hours of anatomy and physiology tapes, so that I could tell the difference between a gall bladder and a spleen for example.  Without some training, intuitive diagnosis would be like looking into a meat market.Palyne_Gaenir: The "lightning flash in the shoulder" is neat. But it doesn't seem detailed enough for intuitive diagnosis. Does it get more detailed than that?Russell_Targ: Yes. In one case I saw a discolored pancreas and correctly guessed that the person had Diabetes. Another person was severely depressed, and I felt that as well. I don't do a lot of this. I teach it because people really like it, and it is very easy for them to do.Palyne_Gaenir: So the teacher/tasker was physically present when you were doing the session?Russell_Targ: Yes. For the intuitive diagnosis the tasker was present, but she never know who I was trying to describe. It was double blind, and I consider that to be important.Palyne_Gaenir: Ah. We consider double-blind to be the tasker totally NOT present, period. So, some difference in usage of terms is all.
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Russell_Targ: All the SRI work was done with an interviewer present. This was almost always me in the first decade. I know that the task was to describe where some other person, know to us as hiding. But I of course had no idea where. Or when we were looking for a hostage, or a downed plane, I would be interviewing, but had no info about the answer to the questions I was asking.Palyne_Gaenir: So that is why some people from the science side consider knowing the target is 'the location of a person' NOT to be 'front-loading'. Even though in any other context, knowing anything about the target or even something related to it IS.Russell_Targ: For example when we did  ARV for silver in 1982, I was the interviewer, and I knew that we were trying to describe the object that we would be shown at the end of the week. But again I had no idea what the object might be. And of course since it was a precog, no one knew the answer one out of four. When we were successful 9 out of 9 in a one in four game. Nobody thought there was any sensory leakage or cheating.Palyne_Gaenir: You knew the four objects?  Or there were simply four objects to choose from that someone else knew?Russell_Targ: NO. I did not know anything about the objects. That would be a terrible idea.Palyne_Gaenir: You mentioned sketching. Does the RV you teach include words/descriptions?Russell_Targ: I start people making a simple sketch. It is a Demand situation. I tell my class that I have an object in a duffel bag -- not double blind -- and tell them to start drawing the surprising thing that appears in their awareness. Start drawing Now!Palyne_Gaenir: You said that intuitive diagnosis is easier than RV for many people? Why do you think this is? Is it that we all have bodies and innate knowledge of it? Could it be the sense of 'serious need' or urgency/ meaning of the target in question? If you have to study medical stuff before being decent at it as you also mentioned, why wouldn't this make it more difficult for the average person than a 'location' (typical RV) target?Russell_Targ: Yes. I ask people to draw what they visualize. Then write down anything about the material or color. After a break I will ask them to imagine holding it in their hand and describing the weight, texture or other feelings. Like what do you feel you want to do with this object.  All this is usually blind to me as well. So we go from a sketch, to a couple of words, to Ingo's aesthetic impact. All in fifteen minutes.Palyne_Gaenir: It gets more detailed from there?
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Russell_Targ: I have talked with Judith Orloff and Mona Lisa Schultz, who are both MDs and intuitive diagnostic people. They think it is easier because of the connection with a live person, rather than a potato masher in a box.Palyne_Gaenir: That makes sense. Aside from you, do other people you know teach intuitive diagnosis that you would trust to recommend?Russell_Targ: My friend Jane Katra, who is a healer, teaches intuitive diagnosis. jkatra@earthlink.netPalyne_Gaenir: When you are teaching RV, what do you emphasize to the students as important to their doing it?Russell_Targ: In my classes, that's about it. We finish a weekend with a double blind task where each person has his or her own photo of a place in a sealed envelope. They are interviewed by their partner for about fifteen minutes. Then the partner has to decide which of 4 photos is the one in the envelope. That worked about 2/3 in Italy where the women are really psychic. In the US I am lucky to get half of them correct. I emphasize quieting your mind. And the idea that you can't be right unless you are willing to be wrong. Also it is super important not to try and guess the object of picture. Even Padmasambhava knew that in the 8th century.Palyne_Gaenir: When you teach in groups, how many people do you teach at once? How many do you think is reasonable for them to still 'get it'?Russell_Targ: My workshops usually have 30 people, and I would say that 15 do pretty well lately. I usually have three or four outstanding people.Palyne_Gaenir: Why do you think they seem more psychic in Italy? Maybe the culture is more open to the subject?Russell_Targ: One of the women answered that in a big plenary  session. She said that everyone knows that Italian woman are the most beautiful and the most sexy. Why shouldn't they also be the most psychic? It's good self esteem, not worrying about doing it wrong!Palyne_Gaenir: There has been some debate lately about the effects of Faraday cages on psi. Can you tell us about your personal experiences working with them in the lab, if any?Russell_Targ: We used Faraday cages to be sure Uri Geller wasn't cheating with RF signals. It turned out that people all preferred to be in the screen-room. It could be magical thinking. Or it could shield out the earth's and sun's electromagnetic interference EMI. I believe it is a real effect, because we have data that ESP in general works best when the 
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earth's field is quietest. At SRI it was all irrelevant. We worked every day and for the first ten years got excellent data most of the time, day in and day out. I believe EMI accounts for a small percentage of the variance. I think that cages and time of day are irrelevant. My students in a weekend workshop actually get better as we go along. I am not teaching them to be psychic, of course. I am just showing them what psi feels like, so that they can separate the psychic signal from the mental noise of guessing and AOL.Palyne_Gaenir: Pat Price and Ingo Swann both talked about remote viewing alien bases and such. Were you a part of these "side efforts"? Do you have an opinion on the existence of so-called aliens in that regard?Russell_Targ: I have no info on alien bases. I also don't know if Penetration [book by Ingo Swann - pj]  is fiction or not. My guess is that it is fiction, since we know Ingo is a fiction writer. But we all love him nonetheless.Palyne_Gaenir: What are your thoughts on the use of information theory techniques, such as  redundancy coding, to improve the signal-noise ratio in RV or ARV?Russell_Targ: Redundancy coding is great. In the AV series I did with Jane Katra in 1998, we got 11 out of 12 binary tries for silver correct by using redundancy coding. We discarded the 6 trials where we didn't agree.Palyne_Gaenir: Could you give a super-simple overview, for those who don't know what that is, how it works in psi trials?Russell_Targ: Redundancy coding is usually some sort of searching for multiple agreements. Jane and I had to agree on the direction of our calls for the trial to go forward. We each had our own target pair about [which] we were of course blind. It is redundant because we both had to agree. Stephan Schwartz requires agreement from many sources to go forward with his psychic archeology.Palyne_Gaenir: Did you ever see Uri bend a spoon? Do you have any experience with PK? Do you believe it exists? (Over, say, DAT or other possibilities)Russell_Targ: I never saw Uri bend anything under good conditions. But Jane rolled up the bowl of a spoon, held quietly in her hand. And I bent a 3/8 aluminum rod at a PK party. Sooo. If Jane and I can do it, I have to assume that Uri can do it too. Also Dean Radin recently bent the bowl of a spoon. It appears that there is something like PK alive in well in the world.Palyne_Gaenir: There's a lot of hype about the RNG stuff the last several years. What do you think of that subject, any comments?
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Russell_Targ: Ed May and I agree that the RNG stuff is real, but probably not PK. It appears to be good precog choosing by the experimenter.Palyne_Gaenir: If you're teaching RV, do the individuals ever work alone, or is it always with an interviewer (monitor)?Russell_Targ: When I teach RV and know the target, I do the interviewing for the whole class. When they are describing an object in a bag brought by their partner. The partner does the interviewing. I think an interviewer is very helpful for a beginning RVer, because it takes the burden off him to do analysis. It is much easier to have some one tell you what to do step by step in a blind or non-blind experiment. I guess the short answer is that in my classes people never work alone.Palyne_Gaenir: You do teach them that double-blind matters in practice and real RV, right? I know this is a no-brainer, but as some of your training examples aren't DB, I just want to be sure people reading the transcript are clear on this. :-)Russell_Targ: They are doing double blind trials by the second day. Without double blind teaching people have No way of knowing what they are doing: reading the teacher's mind or breathing, or more desirably psychically contacting the target. I start with a non blind target on the first day to give them a feeling of success, since I believe that I can telepathically send them the target. In fact I know I can do that, because I once did an RV demonstration with no target -- only the one I was holding in my mind. That worked excellently with a bookshop full of very surprised people. But I don't consider that remote viewing, it is mental telepathy and quite useless for finding the lost diamond bracelet.Palyne_Gaenir: Have you experimented with other methods than paired pictures for ARV? If so, have you found any such method promising?Russell_Targ: I have not used paired pictured for my ARV experiments. I always used objects. Objects are much easier to describe than pictures. My friend Marty Rosenblatt uses photos and has much less success than I have had with objects.Palyne_Gaenir: In 'feedback' terms, it is said that 'higher entropy' in targets is better. Yet it's also said that 'live, in-person feedback' is much better. Why do you think objects are better than locations for ARV? Is it because they are in-your-hands not just a photo? Might a physical visit to a location be better still? Or is it the greater limit to data and simplicity of an object?
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Russell_Targ: Yes. A physical visit to the target is best. That's how we started at SRI. We had a lot of series with effect size greater than one. That is the number of standard deviations from chance divided by the square root of the number of trials. Early series with Price and Hella were all over unity effect size. Unheard of is ESP research. Feedback helps in learning but is not necessary.Palyne_Gaenir: In your experience and observation, especially with very proficient viewers, how big a role do you think psychology of the viewer plays in high-functioning psi?Russell_Targ: All of our RV superstars were intelligent and very self-confident. They were independent thinkers and successful in their lives apart from being psychic.Palyne_Gaenir: What do you think about dowsing? Dr. May said forced-choice psi is about 10% as effective as free-response psi. And yet there is a kind of info dowsing can get that doesn't seem so easy to get via remote viewing. Any comments?Russell_Targ: I don't know that dowsing in not very effective. I am talking in two weeks at the American Dowsing Society which had been in business for decades. There are countless more dowsers than RVrs.Palyne_Gaenir: Have you ever seen ARV accuracy of over 70% + over an extended period of time?Russell_Targ: What's an extended period of time? We went 9 for 9 over a nine week period with Keith Harary, and 11 for 12 over 18 weeks with Jane Katra and me as viewers.Palyne_Gaenir: Given funding issues in the USA, it seems like it is going to be up to interested laymen to drive the field of remote viewing forward via "applications" -- whether ARV, or direct applications (like business, science, health, etc.). What areas of applied remote viewing do you think have the most potential for good development in the near (~30 years) future?Russell_Targ: I think that a successful ARV in the market place is the best hope for making RV and ESP in general acceptable to main street and the scientific community. When we had our silver success in 1982 we were on the front page of the Wall Street Journal and BBC and NOVA made film about us. If some can make half a million dollars twice, the world will be a different place. If we had been successful in 1983, the [world] would be changed.Palyne_Gaenir: Well our time is up! All the other questions will have to wait for a hopefully-future date! I can't believe it's been 90 minutes already. Russell, thank you SO much for hanging out with us viewers for awhile!
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Russell_Targ: Good luck.[end chat, July 23, 2009]
This interview is a part of the REMOTE VIEWING EXPO JULY 2009 held by TKR, the Ten 
Thousand Roads Remote Viewing and Dowsing Project. Expo: http://www.dojopsi.com/rvexpo/ . The page for Russell Targ's materials/info is http://www.dojopsi.com/rvexpo/Russell/ . To talk more about this conference or its ideas, visit the TKR Remote Viewing Forum at http://www.dojopsi.info/forum/. To try some hands-on remote viewing, visit Viewer Studios and RV Galleries at TKR at the Dojo Psi, at http://www.dojopsi.com/tkr/. To casual chat with other viewers, visit us Monday nights 8:30-10:30pm Eastern at http://www.dojopsi.com/chat/.

Miracles of Mind: Exploring Nonlocal Consciousness and Spiritual Healing Limitless Mind: A Guide to Remote Viewing and Transformation of Consciousness  
Do You See What I See - Memoirs of a Blind Biker
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